
Traveler’s Agreement and Responsibilities 
 
    
 
    
 
    
 
Thank you for choosing Atlantic Edge Scuba for your dive travel!  In order to make sure your trip goes as smoothly as possible; 
we ask that you read this document. You are agreeing to this document when making payment for your trip.  
 

1. I understand and agree to the payment schedule for the trip for which I am registering located on the trip webpage. 
 

2. I understand that all payments made to Atlantic Edge Scuba for a reserved trip are non-refundable.  
 

3. I understand that if I fail to make a payment by the predetermined date as required by the payment schedule, I risk forfeiting my spot 
on the trip and all monies paid to Atlantic Edge for the trip up to that point.   
 

4. I understand that Atlantic Edge recommends the purchase of Travel Insurance for all travelers.  Travel Insurance    covers loss due 
to unforeseeable circumstances that may result in the traveler’s inability to participate in their scheduled trip.  I understand that if I 
am unable to participate in this trip for any reason, Atlantic Edge will not be able to offer me a refund on any money paid for said trip, 
only pre-purchased Travel Insurance would be able to reimburse me in those circumstances. 
 

5. I understand that I am purchasing a ‘Travel Package’, not a la carte pieces of a travel experience.  If I choose not to participate in any 
aspects of the trip, I understand that I will not be issued a refund based on my non-participation. 
 

6.  I understand that Atlantic Edge is functioning solely as an organizer and coordinator of this trip and can make no guarantees as to the 
quality of the experience that the individual operators provide.  I understand that theft, loss or damage to the undersigned’s property, 
or inconvenience, emotional or physical distress, illness, injury or death for any weather condition, pilferage, mechanical failure, 
cancellation, delay, rerouting, strike, coup, political unrest, terrorism, conflict, war or acts of GOD are all outside of the control of 
Atlantic Edge.  I further understand that if am dissatisfied with any aspect of my experience I must seek redress with the individual 
operator and not Atlantic Edge Scuba. 
 

7.  I understand that travel is unpredictable by nature, and that there are aspects of Travel that are outside the control of Atlantic Edge 
(weather, etc.).  I understand that Atlantic Edge will do everything in their power to ensure that all aspects of my trip go as smoothly 
as possible, but that Atlantic Edge cannot guarantee such things as timeliness, quality, or any other aspects of my trip that are outside 
of their control. 

 
8. Weather conditions, area remoteness, or a variety of other circumstances can cause situations requiring substitution of facilities and/or 

equipment, which may cause minor inconvenience or modifications to the original program or itinerary.  Atlantic Edge reserves the 
right to modify and/or cancel program arrangements due to conditions that are deemed unfavorable or unsafe.  No refunds can be 
made for substitutions or cancellations made under these circumstances. 

 
9.  Most Atlantic Edge trips will be based on double occupancy.  Atlantic Edge will make every effort to find an appropriate roommate for 

single travelers.  However, single travelers should be aware that a Single Supplement fee may apply in the event that a suitable 
roommate cannot be found.  No refunds will be made due to the lack of a roommate. 

 
10. I agree that any likeness or image of me secured or taken during my participation on a Trip may be used by Atlantic Edge without 

charge in all media (whether now existing or in the future invented) for promotional or marketing purposes. 
 

11.  I understand that personal safety and the safety of my property while traveling are solely my responsibility.  I recognize that Atlantic 
Edge cannot warrant or guarantee safety during travel. 

 
12.  I agree not to engage in any illegal activity or inappropriate behavior while on this trip.  Atlantic Edge reserves the right to 

immediately cancel a traveler’s participation in a trip if such activity is observed and any costs incurred from said cancellation will be 
the sole responsibility of the traveler. 

 
13.  All balance payments should be made in the form of a check, Venmo or Zelle. 

 
14. I understand when I register for a trip I agree in fully to this agreement.  

 
 
 
Atlantic Edge Scuba - 7672 Airpark Road, Gaithersburg, MD 20879     301-519-9283 

 


